Before you buy….

Thank you for considering DEWALT products. Before you go ahead and complete your purchase, please take a moment to ensure the vendor is an authorised DEWALT reseller as this can affect the availability of warranty and service back up. A list of authorised resellers can be found here.

In addition we must advise you of some important information:

Some DEWALT products available either online or over the counter from non-authorised resellers may be cheaper but are often parallel imported from countries where standards, specification and legislation may differ from those in New Zealand.

For this reason any product which is faulty or is returned for repairs that is deemed to be from an unauthorised reseller or which is intended for use in a market other than New Zealand will not be covered by the DEWALT 3.1.30 warranty policy. Full terms and conditions of the 30.1.3 warranty can be found here.

DEWALT cannot guarantee availability of spare parts for products intended for use outside of New Zealand due to the different sizes and specifications and legislation used in other markets.

Products manufactured to differing standards may not comply with local legislation in New Zealand and may be illegal to operate.

For complete peace of mind please choose to purchase your new DEWALT product from an authorised reseller and be confident you will benefit from our world class warranty, service and repair back up.